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than forecast, data from the government’s Energy
Information Administration showed on Wednesday.

Saudi Arabia sees no need to boost production
quickly now, with oil at around $70 a barrel, as it fears
a price crash and a build-up in inventories, OPEC
sources said, adding that Russia wants to increase sup-
ply after June. The United States, not a member of
OPEC+ but a close ally of Riyadh, wants the group to
boost output to bring oil prices down.

Falih has to find a delicate balance between keeping
the oil market well supplied and prices high enough for
Riyadh’s budget needs, while pleasing Moscow to
ensure Russia remains in the OPEC+ pact, and being
responsive to the concerns of the United States and the
rest of OPEC+, the sources said earlier. Yesterday’s
meeting of the ministerial panel, known as the JMMC,
comes amid concerns of a tight market. Iran’s oil
exports are likely to drop further in May and shipments
from Venezuela could fall again in coming weeks due to
US sanctions.

Oil contamination also forced Russia to halt flows
along the Druzhba pipeline - a key conduit for crude
into Eastern Europe and Germany - in April. The sus-
pension, as yet of unclear duration, left refiners scram-

bling to find supplies. Russia’s Novak told reporters
that oil supplies to Poland via the pipeline would start
today. OPEC’s agreed share of the cuts is 800,000
bpd, but its actual reduction is far larger due to the
production losses in Iran and Venezuela. Both are under
US sanctions and exempt from the voluntary reductions
under the OPEC-led deal.

Oil prices edged lower on Friday due to demand
fears amid a standoff in Sino-US trade talks, but both
benchmarks ended the week higher on rising concerns
over disruptions in Middle East shipments due to US-
Iran political tensions. Tensions between Saudi Arabia
and Iran are running high after last week’s attacks on
two Saudi oil tankers off the UAE coast and another on
Saudi oil facilities inside the kingdom.

Riyadh accused Tehran of ordering the drone strikes
on oil pumping stations, for which Yemen’s Iran-aligned
Houthi group claimed responsibility. The UAE has
blamed no one for the tanker sabotage. Iran has dis-
tanced itself from both sets of attacks. Saudi Arabia’s
foreign minister said yesterday that the kingdom wants
to avert war in the region but stands ready to respond
with “all strength” following the attacks.

“Although it has not affected our supplies, such acts
of terrorism are deplorable,” Falih said. “They threaten
uninterrupted supplies of energy to the world and put a
global economy that is already facing headwinds at fur-
ther risk.” The attacks come as the United States and
Iran spar over Washington’s tightening of sanctions
aimed at cutting Iranian oil exports to zero, and an
increased US military presence in the Gulf over per-
ceived Iranian threats to US interests.— Reuters
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feels pain, it affects the mind - thus the level of concen-
tration dwindles. 

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) discouraged laziness: Ibn
Abbas (RA) narrated that the Prophet (PBUH) said, “I mobi-
lized a neighborhood of Arabs to carry out a mission related
to protecting Islam, and they slackened in their response.
Allah (SWT) withheld rain from them as a punishment (for
being lazy.)” (Al-Hakim rated it as Saheeh (authentic) in Al-
Mustadrak 2/118. See also As-Silsilah As-Saheeha 6/129.) 

Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) would always seek refuge
in Allah (SWT) from faults and deficiencies, including lazi-
ness. Zaid bin Arqam narrated that Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) used to supplicate saying, “O Allah, I seek refuge in
You from inability, laziness, cowardice, miserliness, senility,
and the punishment of the grave....” (Muslim 2,722). If
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) would seek refuge in Allah
(SWT) from laziness, this means it is a terrible vice that we
ought to distance ourselves from after asking Allah (SWT)
to keep us away from it. 

If you choose to be lazy, you will pay the price sooner
rather than later. Malik bin Nadhlah (RA) narrated that
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said, “There are three cate-
gories of hands; the highest of which is Allah’ hand, followed
by the hand that gives (frequently without fear of poverty)
and the lowest being the hand of the beggar. Therefore
make sure you give from your surplus and don’t be stingy
on yourself.” (Collected by Imam Abu Dawud 1, 649 and its
chain of narrators is strong.) 

We construe from the hadeeth (prophetic narration)

above that you can’t give if you don’t earn. So this a clear
admonition to abandon laziness and adopt proactivity so
that you can earn, so that you can share with others, for
which you will reap abundant rewards from Allah (SWT). 

The devil ties knots on the lazy people. Abu Huraira (RA)
narrated that Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) said, “The devil
ties three knots at the forelock of one of you when he
sleeps. By each knot, he encourages you to have a deep
sleep during the night, which seems to be very long. So
when one wakes up and remembers Allah (SWT), mentions
Him and celebrates His praises, one knot gets untied. 

When he goes to perform Wudu (ablutions), another
knot unties, and when he prays Salat Al-Fajr (the dawn
prayer), the third knot is untied. Therefore, the person
would wake up active, enjoying a good mood and being
characterized as good-hearted. However, if he doesn’t do as
instructed, he would wake up dejected, melancholic, mali-
cious, apathetic and appearing sly.” (Al-Bukhari 3/1,142 and
Muslim 776) 

Finally, we should understand that Allah (SWT) is our
creator; He knows very well what is good for us and what is
bad for us. Being active in obliging to the commandments of
Allah as well as working hard to fulfill our mundane duties
and needs that do not contradict with the Allah’s admoni-
tions will benefit us in this world and in the hereafter. So,
let’s be active during this auspicious month of Ramadan and
explore every avenue that will bring us Allah’s pleasure. 

Courtesy of the TIES Center: the TIES Center aims at
empower Kuwait’s expats through social and educational
services that promote a positive and productive role in soci-
ety, and to facilitate opportunities for intra- and interfaith
interactions that promote social solidarity. For more informa-
tion, please call 25231015/6 or e-mail:  info@tiescenter.net. 
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GAZA: Palestinian families break their fast next to a destroyed building during recent confrontation between Hamas and Israel in Gaza Strip during the Muslim holy fasting month of Ramadan. — AFP 

NEW YORK: Boeing acknowledged Saturday it had
to correct flaws in its 737 MAX flight simulator soft-
ware used to train pilots, after two deadly crashes
involving the aircraft that killed 346 people. “Boeing
has made corrections to the 737 MAX simulator soft-
ware and has provided additional information to
device operators to ensure that the simulator experi-
ence is representative across different flight condi-
tions,” it said in a statement.

The company did not indicate when it first became
aware of the problem, and whether it informed regu-
lators. Its statement marked the first time Boeing
acknowledged there was a design flaw in software
linked to the 737 MAX, whose MCAS anti-stall soft-
ware has been blamed in large part for the Ethiopian
Airlines tragedy. According to Boeing, the flight simu-
lator software was incapable of reproducing certain
flight conditions similar to those at the time of the
Ethiopian Airlines crash in March or the Lion Air
crash in October.

The company said the latest “changes will improve
the simulation of force loads on the manual trim
wheel,” a rarely used manual wheel to control the
plane’s angle. “Boeing is working closely with the
device manufacturers and regulators on these changes
and improvements, and to ensure that customer train-
ing is not disrupted,” it added. Southwest Airlines, a
major 737 MAX customer with 34 of the aircraft in its
fleet, told AFP it expected to receive the first simulator
“late this year.”

American Airlines, which has 24 of the aircraft, said
it had ordered a 737 MAX simulator that will be
delivered and put into operation in December. “As a
result of the continuing investigation into both air-
craft accidents, we are looking at the potential for
additional training opportunities in coordination with
the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) and Allied

Pilots Association,” it added.
The planes have been grounded around the world,

awaiting approval from US and international regulators
before they can return to service. Only Air Canada has
a MAX simulator, industry sources told AFP. Currently,
there is only one flight simulator specific to the 737
MAX in the United States, and it is owned by Boeing,
according to FAA documentation. 

US airlines train their pilots flying the MAX on a
simulator built for the 737 NG, the version preceding
the 737 MAX in the 737 aircraft family. Southwest said
that’s because during the certification process for the
MAX, Boeing stressed that there were only minor dif-
ferences with the NG and simple computer and online
training could accommodate for the differences.

The FAA, the European Union Aviation Safety
Agency and Canadian regulators had approved those
recommendations, Boeing stresses. However, the 737
NG lacks an MCAS, specially designed for the MAX in
order to correct an aerodynamic anomaly due to its
heavier motor and to prevent the plane from stalling.
Pilot training will likely be at the heart of the meeting
of international regulators in Forth Worth, Texas on
Thursday when the FAA will try convince its counter-
parts of the robustness of its certification process for
the modified 737 MAX.

The American regulator has maintained that training
pilots on a simulator is not essential, a position with
which pilots and its Canadian counterpart disagree.
Boeing said Thursday that it completed its software
update on the 737 MAX. The proposed fix, which
addresses a problem with a flight handling system
thought to be a factor in both crashes, must now win
approval from US and international regulators before
the planes can return to service. US airlines have tar-
geted August as the date they expect to resume flying
on the 737 MAX. — AFP 
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GIZA: A bomb blast hit a tourist bus near Egypt’s
famed Giza pyramids yesterday, wounding at least
17 people, including South Africans, in the latest
blow to the country’s tourism industry. The roadside
bomb went off as the bus was being driven in Giza,
also causing injuries to Egyptians in a nearby car,
medical and security sources said. There were no
deaths reported. 

“A device exploded and smashed the windows of
a bus carrying 25 people from South Africa and a
private car carrying four Egyptians,” the security
source said. Video footage captured by AFP showed
the bus and car with broken windows on the side of
the road. According to the security source, the
wounded were being treated for scratches caused
by the broken glass. 

Ndivhuwo Mabaya, spokesman for South Africa’s
department of international relations, told AFP that
“there might be South Africans involved” but
declined to give any figures. Yesterday’s incident
comes after three Vietnamese holidaymakers and
their Egyptian guide were killed when a roadside
bomb hit their bus as it travelled near the Giza pyra-
mids outside Cairo in December.

It also comes just little more than a month before
the African Cup of Nations hosted by Egypt is to kick

off. Egypt has been battling an insurgency that
surged especially in the turbulent North Sinai region
following the 2013 military ouster of Islamist presi-
dent Mohamed Morsi, who was replaced by former
army general Abdel Fattah El-Sisi. In February 2018,
the army launched a nationwide operation against
militants, focusing mainly on the North Sinai region.

Some 650 militants and around 45 soldiers have
been killed since the start of the offensive, according
to separate statements by the armed forces. Since
first being elected in 2014, Sisi has presented himself
as a bulwark against terrorism, promising stability
and increased security. Recently, the country’s vital
tourism industry has started to slowly rebound after
suffering strong blows due to deadly attacks target-
ing tourists following the turmoil of the 2011 uprising
that toppled longtime ruler Hosni Mubarak. — AFP
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GIZA: Photo shows a bus damaged during a bomb blast
near Egypt’s famed Giza pyramids.  — AFP 


